This article examines the competences of the UN Security Council under the "constitution" of the United Nations, focusing in particular on
Introduction
Can the Security Council of the United Nations (UNSC) act validly in excess of its expressly delegated competences? And how can we determine whether or not the UNSC acts ultra vires in a particular case? Though the answer to the fi rst question may seem obvious at fi rst blush, its complexity is illuminated by the second. The stakes of the inquiry into the Council's competences are evidently high. Under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations (UN), the Council has the authority to enact decisions with binding legal force in order to "maintain or restore international peace and security."
1 Such decisions create legal obligations binding on all states-members and non-members alike.
2 The competence question asks, then, whether and how this singular power is ultimately limited.
Much of the literature approaches the issue from a constitutionalist stance. 3 The United Nations is a constitutional organization, the argument goes, whose constituent Charter delegates certain powers to various constituted organs, e.g. the UNSC, the General Assembly (UNGA), and the Secretariat. Therefore, from the point of view of constitutionalism, it should not be possible for the organs to act validly beyond the ambit of their constitutionally delegated powers. Action in excess of delegation is simply void.
Of course in general the constitutionalist position is absolutely right. However, seemingly irreconcilable controversy over "constitutionality" arises in any particular instance where the UNSC appears to act near (or beyond) the limits of its competence. The Charter delegates and limits the powers of the Council in very vague and open textured terms, making it far easier to spell out what the body can do than to identify what it cannot do. Resolving the constitutionality of any particular Council action seems a vague and ill-defi ned endeavor-perhaps prohibitively so in the absence of any body with ultimate interpretive authority over the Charter, and the conformity thereto of the actions of the UN organs. Nevertheless, the constitutionalist critique remains important, in order to assess whether the organization and its bodies exercise power appropriately, within limits, and in conformity with the rule of law. I want to suggest that it is possible to shed some light on the question of the Council's competences by reassessing how to conceptualize the constitutional analysis.
At its heart this paper is about the relevance of constitutional theory beyond the state. I am concerned with the analytical value of the concept of a constitution on the international legal plane, and with it two related concepts: the constitutionality/ unconstitutionality dichotomy; and the normative ethos of constitutionalism. 4 This paper is not about whether there exists a single global constitution, how to achieve one, or even what such a thing would look like. Rather the goal is to develop a method out of constitutional theory for examining the design, powers, and reach of governance bodies on the international plane-in other words international organizations exercising global governance functions. My hope is that by employing an appropriate theoretical framework, constitutional analysis can help shed light upon legal authority and the exercise of power by organizations on the international stage-in particular, here, by the UN Security Council.
Constitutional analysis of organizations in international legal space cannot mean blithely transplanting the classical theories, matured in the cradle of the modern state. 5 There is a signifi cant problem of fi t. It is, today, relatively common to hear about constitution beyond the state-the constituent instruments of international organizations are often referred to as their constitutions, 6 and occasionally even as aspects of a unifi ed world constitution. 7 This discourse on the constitutions of international organizations or the "global constitution" often gives rise to a mode of critique of the actions of those bodies familiar to the domestic discourse, based on characterizing actions as constitutional or unconstitutional. The idea is that an unconstitutional action-one taken by any organization in excess of its delegated powers or in contravention of express limits in the organization's constituent instrument-must be understood as ultra vires , null and void. 8 However, it is also often acknowledged that in light of the broad constituent instruments of certain international organizations, and the general lack of constitutional review in most of them, 9 it is diffi cult to know exactly which actions of international organizations are unconstitutional. Further, when their ultra vires nature is apparent, how can such acts be nullifi ed or voided? Who gets to say when, and to what extent? Amidst all of the talk about constitutions on the international plane, it is sometimes diffi cult to see how the constitutional analysis bears conceptual fruit. I suggest that part of the problem is a particularly thorough confl ation that occurs in the deployment of the concept of a constitution in international legal discourse, between the analytical appraisal of constitutionality (i.e., the validity of actions under the constitution) and the political position of constitutionalism-the idea that an organization entrusted with powers of governance should be constructed in such a way as to structurally limit the abuse of those powers. The question of what an organization can or cannot do under its mandate tends to be confused with the question of what the organization should be able to do-whether certain actions would be legitimate or just. These questions are not identical. Illegitimacy and injustice should not be confused with illegality; perhaps even more importantly, legality alone does not necessarily render an action legitimate or just. In other words, the ethos of constitutionalism does not necessarily illuminate whether a constituted organization is acting "constitutionally" under its mandate, nor does a constitutional action necessarily comport with constitutionalism.
I want to propose an approach to examining a constitutional system based on distinguishing between two related but conceptually distinct perspectives. I suggest that a constitution, and all powers exercised pursuant to it, should be simultaneously viewed and assessed from a juridical perspective (emphasizing validity and the hierarchy of norms) and a political perspective (emphasizing the distribution of power-the division of competences among the organs, checks and balances and review). These lenses illuminate different facts about the exercise of power within a constituted system. The fi rst asks whether particular norms are valid pursuant to the normative hierarchy of the constitutional system-in other words whether they have been promulgated under correct procedures (procedural validity), and whether they have or have not been promulgated in excess of the norm-issuing organ's delegated competences under the constitution ( intra / ultra vires ). The second perspective assesses the action of the organization and its organs by emphasizing powers instead of the hierarchy of norms: rather than inquire into validity, it examines how the competences for generating, interpreting, and applying valid norms are delineated, divided, checked, balanced, and reviewed. If the fi rst point of view asks whether a norm is constitutionally valid, the second asks how the particular system provides for the creation, interpretation, and application of norms, in order to invite analysis of the quality of the constitution from the perspective of political theory: e.g., based on comparative empirical analysis under the rubric of good governance, the purely normative language of justice, 10 or the partially empirical and partially normative sociological category of legitimacy.
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This mode of analysis should be particularly helpful in the international context because it allows the appreciation of both institutional design and the relation between 10 See, e.g. , J OHN R AWLS, A T HEORY OF J USTICE (1st ed. 1971).
I employ the term legitimacy in Weber's sense, with a focus on the subjective states of the individual actors. In other words, an exercise of governmental authority would be legitimate if those subject to it consider the exercise to be acceptable and justifi ed. The concept thus involves imputing meaning to the acceptance of these individuals-i.e. asking why these actors consider the exercise of authority to be acceptable. See M AX W EBER, E CONOMY AND S OCIETY 212 (Guenther Roth & Claus Wittich eds., 1978) . the institution and the member states it is designed to govern-which, though members of a constituted organization, remain the plenary actors under international law. Both the juridical and political lenses on the constitution of an international organization can be usefully refocused to appreciate the workings of that organization within the full international legal system.
To return, then, to the problem posed at the outset of this paper, I want to suggest that it is possible to shed some light on the pressing and divisive question of the limits, or lack thereof, of the competence of the United Nations Security Council by separating and adopting in parallel the juridical and political perspectives on the constitution of the United Nations. I hope that this analysis of the competence issue will demonstrate the value of the proposed perspectival approach to constitutions. At the same time, I hope that this approach will shed some light upon a particularly pressing and thorny problem at the heart of the United Nations regime.
Qualifying the Security Council's legislative efforts: Constitutionality and constitutionalism
The problem of the Council's competence may be framed around two of the most contentious examples of controversy over the possibility that the UNSC has acted ultra vires : the creation of the ad hoc International Criminal Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia and Rwanda (ICTY and ICTR) to try individuals from those territories for the commission of international crimes (Resolutions 827 and 955); and the enactment of general legal norms of indefi nite duration, to combat terrorism (e.g., Resolutions 1267 and 1373) and the proliferation of nuclear weapons (Resolution 1540).
Each of these resolutions was duly passed by the Council acting under Chapter VII, through correct procedures. Yet each has been challenged, even decried, as ultra vires . Each has been challenged with the claim that the delegated power to take measures to maintain international peace and security does not include the power to legislate for the international community.
12 They have been further challenged on the grounds that certain aspects of the resolutions contravene the textual limits on the competence of the Council in article 24(2), requiring that it "shall act in accordance with the Purposes and Principles of the United Nations" as defi ned in articles 1 and 2.
13
It is diffi cult to see a precise legal argument as to why the powers of the Council are suffi ciently hemmed in to prohibit it from creating general norms, or establishing judicial institutions with the power to determine the meaning or existence of other sources of general international law (including treaties and custom). Once the Council has formally determined that its actions are necessary to maintain international peace and security, how can it be said that it is acting in excess of its competences? I•CON 10 (2012 ), 627-659 6 I • CON xx (2012 The arguments immanent to the Charter regime-that the Council has acted beyond its delegated powers or in contravention of its textual limits-have been very diffi cult to square with the text of the Charter, especially in light of its drafting history and its development through interpretation and practice. The Charter explicitly grants broad powers to the Council, with little in the way of institutional checks and balances. Above all it designates no entity as competent to review whether the Council's actions were taken within its delegated powers, or in conformity with the scant textual limits of the principles and purposes of the Charter in articles 1 and 2. 15 In light of the absence of review, and the vague and open textured character of the Charter's formal limitations, it is diffi cult to second-guess the Council's determination of its competences in any particular instance. To phrase the point generally: it is radically unclear what powers have been constitutionally delegated by the Charter, how they have been limited, and who may decide whether any particular action is "constitutional"-i.e. whether the constitution has been violated.
By adopting both the juridical and political perspectives, I hope to show that both sides to the debate on the Organization's exercise of power have compelling arguments. On the one hand it is hard to argue that the "legislative" decisions of the Security Council are invalid in the juridical sense, i.e. that the UNSC has exceeded its technical competences in transmitting legal norms. On the other hand, the political perspective helps explain the manifest discomfort of a great many scholars about the ease with which the Council can enact general norms. The latter point of view reveals that the delegation of competence to the UNSC is so broad and unreviewable, and the constitutional provisions limiting the Council's sphere of action are so general and fl exible, that the text ultimately empowers the organ to act extra-constitutionally-all the more because the Council appears solely competent to decide on the meaning of, and limits to, its own delegated powers ( Kompetenz-Kompetenz ). From the juridical perspective, the oft-challenged actions of the UNSC seem generally unassailable; but as soon as the political lens is applied it becomes clear that the Charter-system is quite a fl awed constitution-one that entails systemic risks of hegemonic international lawmaking and the demise of constitutionalism.
16
I have two main goals in this article. First, I hope to develop an approach to constitutional analysis appropriate to the study of constituted organizations beyond the state. Second, I hope to demonstrate the value of this perspectival approach through 15 The same is true even of putative violations of jus cogens . It is occasionally suggested that at least the Non-Judicial Oversight Mechanisms and Judicial Review , 9 G ERMAN L.J. 1987 , 2004 (2008 . Yet even hypothetically assuming that the Council ordered something that looked like a clear violation of a peremptory norm, the theoretical problem of defi ning when the Council has acted ultra vires remains: who decides? As shall be made clear below, in the absence of any central international dispute resolution body with compulsory jurisdiction and the capacity to review UNSC actions, there is no entity that can authoritatively say whether the Council has breached jus cogens.
an analysis of the ever-controversial issue of the Security Council's competences. Finally, in so doing, I hope to facilitate cutting through the knotty question of what the Council can and cannot do. In the following section I delimit the scope of the paper; the focus will not be on the composition or even existence of a global constitution, but on the constitution of the United Nations as an organization charged with certain global governance functions. In section three I develop the theoretical approach to constitutional analysis, based on viewing a constitution from two perspectives: the juridical and the political. In section four I examine the constitution of the United Nations through both lenses, qualifying the capacity of the Council to enact general norms through its decisions in terms of both constitutionality and constitutionalism. Finally, in section fi ve I shift the focus from the relations among the Charters ' constituted bodies to the relationship between the UN organization and the member states, in order to account for recent legal challenges to the Council's legislative regime at the national and regional levels. I hope to show that these challenges are essentially insignifi cant to the material constitution of the UN from the juridical point of view; yet from the political perspective the capacity of the states and regional organizations (or some states/regions) to exert their will against the organization dramatically affects the image of the constitution.
The narrow sense of the "constitution" of the United Nations
I want to be clear at the outset: this paper takes no position on the question of whether the UN Charter is a world constitution, or part of any such global constitution. Instead I am here concerned with the Charter system as the constitution of just one of several international organizations exercising important global governance functions.
A spate of recent literature has cropped up on the subject of "global constitutionalism," often oriented toward assessing the role of the Charter in international legal space.
17 Some seek to hold the Charter up as a bare-bones world constitution, 18 while others seek to knock the entire organization down as a mere tool of the states parties.
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The debate continues at full steam today, and not without good reason. Lurking in the background is a manifold of issues that are much more explicit in the discourse on national constitutionalism-if sovereign states, as the plenary subjects of international law, have agreed to constitute a higher normative order, establishing bodies to govern In recent debates on constitutionalism on the international level, these crucially important issues have tended to remain in the background. Most contention has rather focused on what appears as two interconnected preliminary questions: to what extent is there a global constitution at all, and to what extent ought this title be given to the Charter of the United Nations-as the constituent instrument of the preeminent global governance institution? These issues are certainly important, but their primacy may be brought into doubt.
Irrespective of the status of the Charter as a "global constitution," the questions and concerns of constitutionalism remain applicable to the UN as a constituted international organization with signifi cant power and authority on the world stage. It is not particularly controversial that in bringing the Charter into force the states parties delegated a great deal of power to the organization, not least in charging it (through the Council) with a wide mandate to maintain international peace and security-even through authorizing the use of force. 20 Moreover, the body cannot be viewed simply as a tool at the disposal of the member states. Amendments, for example, as well as decisions and resolutions of the UNSC, ICJ, and UNGA, are taken not on the basis of unanimity but by majority vote (however qualifi ed this majority may be). 21 Especially in the cases of amendment, UNSC resolutions, and the judgments of the ICJ, a state may be bound by a decision to which it did not consent; the creature may oblige its creator.
22 At a minimum it is generally uncontroversial that the United Nations is an organization, created by states through treaty (the Charter), to which the parties have delegated a sizeable degree of power to wield over and above them. Viewed simply as an organization, this body has been constituted by states, through a constituent treaty, as an institution autonomous from its creators.
Therefore it is plausible to speak of the constitution of the UN organization to connote the normative architecture of the organization articulating the separation of powers among constituted organs, the modes through which these organs interrelate, and the mechanisms through which norms may be created and applied within that system. 20 U.N. C HARTER , arts. 1(1), 42-44. 21 Already in 1944, Kelsen argued that the possibility of action by majority vote renders an international organization independent and non-identifi able with its member states. See H ANS K ELSEN , P EACE T HROUGH L AW 20-21 (1944). 22 In the case of the Council this is of course not true about the fi ve permanent members (the P5), because no action can be taken against the wishes of any one of them. They can veto any resolution (art. 27(2)) and no amendment of their veto power can be taken without their affi rmative vote (arts. 108-109 456 (2008) . As I shall argue below, this feature of the Council's structure is part of why, from the perspective of constitutionalism, the Charter is a seriously fl awed constitution-most states are fully inside the regime of obligations, but fi ve are not.
And there is a value in conceptualizing the Charter in constitutional terms. Because states have delegated such great powers to their creature, the background issues of the debate on global constitutionalism remain applicable with equal force when considering the organization in itself. By reorienting focus on the Charter system as a constitution in this narrow sense, the critical questions and concerns underlying all constitutionalism may be brought into the foreground without controversy over the constitutional nature of global society. The more diffi cult tasks are: to assess the constitutional capacities of an organization endowed with far-reaching powers in the fi eld of international peace and security; to qualify its practice, and that of its component organs, as constitutional under the Charter regime; and to assess the quality of this particular constitutional arrangement.
The concept of the constitution
The "constitution" of an international organization should not be simply equated to the text of the constituent instrument. By a constitution I mean to connote, in essence, the most basic normative and institutional architecture of an organization. It is thus helpful to distinguish, following Kelsen, between a formal constitutional document and the broader functional concept of the material constitution.
23 I am primarily interested in the material constitutions of international organizations-and here in particular the material constitution of the United Nations. Second, I distinguish between two perspectives on the material constitution-the juridical point of view, as opposed to the political one. The former perspective on the material constitution examines how validity is transmitted through a system, how norms are applied and interpreted, and under what circumstances and in what way a norm may be considered constitutional or unconstitutional. The latter examines the ordering of those constituted bodies charged with norm creation, application, interpretation, and review with the goals of assessing and evaluating the distribution of power among them. From this perspective one might ask: does this particular constitutional order refl ect the characteristics that we have in mind when we speak of constitutionalism?
The material constitution vs. the formal constitution
A constitution is more than a text. A constitution is above all a system of norms and institutions. This architecture may be more or less thoroughly articulated by a founding document, or not at all. Indeed even where a system is organized around a constitutional document, the text is never the whole story-it is often both under-and over-inclusive. 24 Constitutional analysis requires, at a minimum, the examination of all truly fundamental norms enshrined in the document as they are interpreted, narrowed, and expanded by the constituted bodies-not least in the judgments of the courts, but also through the practice of the political bodies. As shall be explained below, constitutional analysis will also likely require appreciation of other important, though uncodifi ed norms. The constitutional text, as important as it may be, is only part of the overall constitution, along with other important legal norms, interpretations, settled practices, and constitutional customs or conventions that are developed during the life of the constitution through a variety of formal and informal means.
25
Kelsen provides a useful conceptual starting point by distinguishing between the written document, or "formal" constitution, and the constitution in its full, "material" sense. 26 He rightly observes that all states have a constitution. 27 Some states (and today, most) have a solemn, codifi ed "constitution"-what he calls the state's formal constitution. Necessarily in writing, it attempts to entrench certain norms-giving them a status hierarchically superior to normal legislation by making them more diffi cult to change than normal statutes (usually via an onerous amendment rule). 28 However, a formal constitution is neither a necessary nor a suffi cient component of a constitution in the full sense of the term. Many states, like the United Kingdom, have no solemn document at all, and yet clearly possess a normative structure that articulates how and by whom laws shall be passed, interpreted, executed, and enforced. If the goal of constitutional analysis is to understand how a state or organization is "constituted"-how a system provides for the creation, interpretation, and application of legal norms, and how powers are delegated, divided, and delimited-it would seem farcical to ignore foundational norms simply because they are not expressed in a solemn charter. Likewise even where there is some kind of founding document, no formal constitution can really articulate the full constitutional structure, especially over time. Some norms in the document may fall into desuetude , while others are expanded by legislative, executive, and judicial bodies to mean all sorts of things-often totally unanticipated by the text and sometimes at cross-purposes with other aspects of the document. Still other norms may arise or may change through the emergence or alteration of constitutional customs.
29
Kelsen thus distinguishes the material constitution from the purely formal document. The material constitution, he argues, is that set of norms at the highest level of the legal system dictating the methods through which norms are created, interpreted, and applied. 30 It may consist of a wide array of laws and customs, some perhaps enshrined 25 D ICEY , supra note 24, at 277-315 (classically articulating the British notion that any constitution is held together in part by norms that cannot be quite qualifi ed as laws. These rules, called conventions of the constitution, do have normative value-they require or proscribe certain behavior for a reason . They often derive additional power from their source in longstanding tradition or custom. Although conventions are not usually enforced like laws, i.e. through the application or threat of a sanction by a Court or some other body, they can be nevertheless extremely diffi cult to violate-the cost of breach will likely have to be measured in political terms stemming from a potentially serious loss of legitimacy). in a constitutional document and others developed through legislation, judgment, convention, or other practices of the constituted organs of government. For example, judicial review in the United States is mentioned nowhere in the formal constitutional document-yet the rule asserted in Marbury that the Court has fi nal say over the validity of legislation under the constitution would certainly fall into the material constitutional structure of the United States. Similarly, though passed as normal legislation by a vote of fi fty percent plus one, the Reform Act of 1832 transformed the constitution of the United Kingdom by radically overhauling the electoral system to expand representative government. 31 As opposed to the formal document, the material constitution describes the fundamental normative architecture within which the constituted bodies function.
The material constitution comprehends the full constitution of any organization. Nothing in it is non-constitutional, and nothing is missing from it that is constitutional for that given organization. By contrast, the formal constitution is both incomplete and may include and entrench norms that are not properly constitutional in the material sense. 32 Nevertheless, Kelsen rightly stresses that the formal constitution retains great relevance, both analytically and programmatically. Insofar as a constitutional system includes a solemn document that attempts to entrench certain norms, it may be said that those norms have been designated as exceptionally important by grant of a special place in the constituted legal order. Especially where they are entrenched, the norms of the formal constitution are relatively protected against incumbent power and self-interest. In this sense, formality can itself be materially signifi cant.
However, as Kelsen rightly cautions, formal entrenchment is incomplete without some kind of constitutional review-the formal constitution would only have full material meaning if it were possible for a body other than the legislature to declare acts of legislation unconstitutional, or ultra vires . 33 In other words, if the body that legislates 
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K ELSEN, G ENERAL T HEORY, supra note 23, at 125. Consider, for example, the 18th Amendment to the US Constitution-prohibition, though formally entrenched, had a dubious constitutional status from a material perspective.
general legal norms decides for itself whether or not its acts are constitutionally valid, the entrenchment of the formal constitution would have no binding material meaning-no one would be able to authoritatively question the conformity of the legislature's dictate with the restrictions of the constitutional document. 34 So long as the legislature remains convinced that its act is permissible under the formal constitution, then no matter how much violence it does to the formal text the act can only be called unconstitutional in a polemical sense-the label could only be employed to try to achieve repeal through political means.
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Kelsen's theoretical apparatus, in sum, facilitates examining a constitution in a far more rich and fruitful fashion than focusing exclusively on the text of a "founding document." At the same time, it recognizes the profound importance of the formal document by highlighting its material function of entrenching particularly important norms. Finally, the theory fl ags independent (ideally judicial) review as an indispensable element of a complete formal constitution-an essential component of the constitutionalist vision of the rule of law.
Two perspectives on the material constitution: Juridical and political
It is important not to approach constitutions blinkered by an overly legalistic sensibility. In thinking about constitutions, Kelsen's pure theory of law need only be taken so far. For him, the purpose of distinguishing the material from the formal constitution was always to attain a full view of how, in a particular legal system, general legal norms are enacted, applied, and interpreted. While his analytic has much to say about how validity is transmitted through a system, and how to talk about whether particular norms are or are not valid within that system, his pure theoretical point of 34 In other words, in a material sense any law passed by the legislature that cuts against the constitutional text would simply amend the constitution according to an implicit material amendment rule-simple lex posterior . If there is already a formal entrenched amendment rule, lex posterior would amount to a second amendment rule, belonging to the material, not the formal constitution. Needless to say this second amendment rule could vitiate the need to rely on any stricter formal amendment rule.
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K ELSEN , G ENERAL T HEORY , supra note 23, at 157 ("The application of the constitutional rules concerning legislation can be effectively guaranteed only if an organ other than the legislative body is entrusted with the task of testing whether a law is constitutional, and of annulling it if-according to the opinion of this organ-it is 'unconstitutional. ' . . . As long as a statute has not been annulled, it is 'constitutional ' and not 'unconstitutional. ' "). See D ICEY, supra note 24, at 371-372 (suggesting that the expression "unconstitutional" has, as applied to a law, three different meanings: (1) In a state like England, with no formal constitution, the expression as applied to an act of parliament means simply that the act is, "in the opinion of the speaker, opposed to the spirit of the English constitution; it cannot mean that the Act is either a breach of law or is void." (2) In a society with a formal constitution but no constitutional review, the expression basically amounts to a polemic. In Dicey's opinion, such was the case in fi n de siècle France. At that time, the charge "unconstitutional" would mean "that a law, e.g. extending the length of the president's tenure of offi ce, is opposed to the articles of the constitution. The expression does not necessarily mean that the law is void," however, because at the time French courts did not exercise judicial review-i.e. refuse to enforce "unconstitutional" laws. As a result, in France the expression would be, "when employed by a Frenchman, a term of censure" (emphasis added). It is only (3), in a system like the United States, with both a formal constitution and a judiciary capable of exercising constitutional review, that a law can be called unconstitutional and be thereby rendered ultra vires , null and void). It articulates a relativistic language of description and analysis, but not assessment. Constitutionalism, however, is and always has been precisely about evaluation-as an ethos, it is concerned with how to design a good constitution, and how to subject a bad one to critique. Of course, by the same token, the constitutionalist ethos cannot answer the descriptive question of whether a norm is or is not constitutional within a particular system. In order to take seriously the uses of the idea of a constitution for description and analysis on the one hand, and comparison and evaluation on the other, I want to propose a second distinction: between an understanding of the material constitution from a juridical perspective, and from the perspective of political theory.
The crucial distinction is between two overlapping but conceptually distinct perspectives on what precisely counts as the material constitution. They illuminate different aspects of the constituted order, in pursuing very different analytical goals. One is about the internal analysis of the generation of norms within a constitutional system, and the determination of the validity of those norms (or what might be called their "constitutionality"); the other takes an external perspective, examining the distribution of power within a constitutional order and assessing the quality of the constitution (typically from the ethos of constitutionalism). The latter relies upon a completely different analytical language from the former-its concern is not the legal-theoretical category of "validity," but the evaluative categories of political theory, e.g. justice, legitimacy, and the rule of law. One perspective permits an empirical analysis of how norms are made in a given constitutional system, and discussion at least by hypothesis of whether particular norms are valid under that constitution; the other permits a normative evaluation of the constitutional system as a whole-highlighting the delegation and separation of powers among the constituted bodies, the degree to which these bodies enjoy discretion in the exercise of their powers, and the structural likelihood that they may abuse their power.
The fi rst perspective is juridical . Its goal is to analyze the hierarchy of norms in a constitutional system, to determine those fundamental rules that articulate how norms are created and validly transmitted throughout the entire legal order. From this perspective, the constitution in the material sense consists in the fi rst place "of those rules which regulate the creation of the general legal norms."
37 Within a state this means in particular the regulation of legislation, but also critically those norms regulating the executive and judicial powers at the highest level-i.e., all of the bodies empowered to affect the validity and content of general legal norms through application, interpretation, and in some cases review and nullifi cation. 38 In other words, from the juridical perspective the constitution is that highest level of norms which express the criteria of validity for the creation of all norms of the lower levels, including general 36 See, e.g. , K ELSEN, G ENERAL T HEORY, supra note 23, at 178, 188-189. At least within the confi nes of the pure theory, for Kelsen everything is either juridical or irrelevant; he identifi es legality and legitimacy, and disregards other normative questions like justice, leaving little space for evaluation and critique. legislation, administrative rule-making, and norm application, interpretation, and review in particular cases. As a perspective for the purpose of analysis, the characteristic inquiries of this point of view are: who is empowered to promulgate norms? What are the substantive constraints on this body's (or bodies ' ) norm-generative capacity? What procedures must be followed to create a norm? And who is empowered to give fl esh to the skeletal general norms through application and interpretation? Who, if anyone, is empowered to review and even nullify a norm?
It is from this juridical perspective that the "constitutionality" of a particular norm must be assessed, in the sense of determining its validity under the constitution. 39 Once the observer has a handle on the highest-level framework for the creation of norms in a hierarchical normative system, he may inquire into the validity of any norm by working backwards from the norm in question. Each stage of the inquiry requires asking two questions: (a) did the enacting body follow the correct procedures in creating the norm? and (b) was it authorized to do so by a higher norm "delegating" the power to legislate in the area in question? Take for example an administrative regulation in the United States. The inquiry into its validity would have to ask (a) whether it was passed according to the correct procedures-e.g. did it properly go through "notice and comment" process? If required, were less invasive alternatives considered?; and (b) whether the administrative body was entitled to enact the rule by a delegation of legislative power over this particular substantive area. If the norm passes these tests, the analysis moves up a level, and examines whether the delegation of legislative power was valid: (a) did the delegating body-say the Congress-act according to proper procedures?; and (b) did the Congress have constitutional authority to delegate such legislative powers to the lower-level administrative body? The full analysis of a norm's validity must work backwards from the actual commission of the norm to the original constitutional delegation of powers.
The point of the juridical perspective is to illuminate what questions go into the calculation of a norm's validity in a particular hierarchical system. It should be understood that this perspective is usually adopted as an exercise in academic discourse or legal advocacy, yielding at most a hypothesis or claim about the constitutionality of a normonly a duly authorized body, like a constitutional court, can make an authoritative statement on the validity of a norm. 40 The second lens may be called the political perspective. It focuses on the interplay between the mechanisms through which law is created, interpreted, executed, and reviewed. This point of view is concerned with the normative architecture articulating 39 According to Kelsen the term "constitutionality," in its technical legal sense, means nothing but validity under the constitutional procedures. Any unconstitutional act is, legally speaking, a nullity. But as noted above, an act can only be truly considered "unconstitutional" (i.e. invalid) where some authoritative interpretive organ is capable of vindicating constitutional guarantees. K ELSEN, G ENERAL T HEORY , supra note 23, at 157. It is worth noting, however, that the polemical use of the term is nevertheless important. It says nothing about the validity of a legislative enactment, but it brings into question the act's legitimacy, and thereby potentially the legitimacy of the enacting authority-as such it properly belongs not to the juridical analysis of a constitutional system but to analysis from the political perspective. the competences of, and relationships between, the constituted bodies-or, in other words, with the distribution of power within a constitutional system. The perspective belongs to political theory in the sense that it does not evaluate a constitution in order to examine its empirical juridical qualities, like how validity is transmitted, or whether particular norms are valid; rather the political perspective reorients focus on power and authority for the normative purpose of assessing the quality of the constitutional arrangements for creating, enforcing, and interpreting norms.
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I call the second perspective political both because of its focus on power and authority, and because its method of evaluation is premised on categories outside of legal analysis, more properly belonging to political theory. Indeed it employs an altogether different language of assessment. The juridical perspective is concerned above all with validity-with how a constitution provides for the transmission of validity throughout the legal hierarchy. The political perspective permits evaluating these same institutional arrangements from the outside, as articulating a regime for the exercise of power. It focuses on the ordering of power within a constitutional system: how are powers separated among the constituted bodies? What kind of checks and balances characterize their interrelations?
42 What degree of discretion do these bodies enjoy? This external perspective further permits evaluation and critique: whether the ordering of power can be considered just (for example according to the neutral observer taking Rawls ' original position behind the veil of ignorance); 43 whether the subjects consider, or may they be likely to consider the normative architecture legitimate (legitimacy in Weber's sense); 44 or whether the system appropriately limits the discretion of the constituted bodies, and thereby fosters the rule of law. 45 The political perspective thus privileges analysis of a constitution according to a language conceptually independent from and external to the juridical-even if the two perspectives concern matters that are deeply related.
Unlike the juridical perspective, which considers a high position in the hierarchy of norms an essential characteristic of being "constitutional," the position of a norm in the validity hierarchy is much less signifi cant from the political point of view. Some constitutional norms may occupy a high place, for example, the provisions of the United States Constitution regulating the creation of general legislation, or providing for certain of the powers of the presidency and the Supreme Court. In other cases constitutional norms may have a much lower place in the validity chain, as in the United Kingdom where the powers of the Court may be changed, like nearly anything else, 41 It bears noting that even Kelsen, whose pure theory of law is the exemplar of the juridical perspective, moves to the political mode in his impure writings. His work on international organizations reveal a deep political concern about the way in which particular constitutional orders articulate and divide the power to create, apply, and interpret norms. See, e.g. , K ELSEN, P EACE T HROUGH L AW, supra note 21, at 13, 20-32. 42 See generally M. J. C. V ILE, C ONSTITUTIONALISM AND THE S EPARATION OF P OWERS (2d ed. 1967).
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R AWLS, supra note 10, at 120.
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W EBER, supra note 11, at 212.
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See D ICEY , supra note 24, at 110 ("The rule of law is contrasted with every system of government based on the exercise by persons in authority of wide, arbitrary, or discretionary powers"). 46 From this perspective it is not the position of these norms at the top of the hierarchical chain of validity that is decisive for their status as "constitutional," but their position establishing the order of relations among the highest bodies of state. The political material constitution entails all those norms, enacted or based on custom or convention, that articulate the interrelations between those bodies that create, interpret, apply, and review the law at the highest level. Take, for example, the constitutional position of the courts of the United Kingdom. Certainly in their own view the courts can only interpret, never invalidate, acts of Parliament. Nevertheless, the courts have successfully employed common law interpretation as a means to compel parliament to reconsider and even alter its legislative agenda by forcing the legislature to confront internal democratic forces or external Europe-wide political constellations more directly.
47 While the will of Parliament is nearly unlimited from the hierarchical juridical perspective, from the political theoretical point of view that absence of limitation is an illusion.
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Finally, the political perspective casts a wider net than the juridical in that it allows considering how the constituted bodies might be directly or indirectly infl uenced by the governed. It is here useful to recall A.V. Dicey's analogous distinction between "legal" and "political" sovereignty. In describing the constitution of the United Kingdom, Dicey affi rms the orthodox view that Parliament is alone sovereign in a legal sense-its will is absolutely supreme, especially in the courts. And yet Parliament is nevertheless constrained by the people-sovereign in the political sense. "The external limit to the real power of a sovereign," Dicey cautions, "consists in the possibility or certainty that his subjects, or a large number of them, will disobey or resist his laws." A sitting parliament might without any breach of law extend its own term of offi ce, as has been 49 A constituted body may fi nd itself constrained to act legitimately as much as it is constrained to act legally. The avenues through which the constituted bodies may feel the infl uence or pressure of the governed are of course different in different constitutional systems, as are the criteria for legitimacy-the particulars are an empirical matter. But it bears noting that this last feature of the political perspective is especially important for the analysis of constitutions beyond the state-it should be recalled here that in the international legal system the governed (states) retain a great deal of power over the bodies they have constituted to govern.
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The goal of the political perspective of inquiry is to identify how the highest-level constituted bodies interrelate, and how they may or may not be open to infl uence by the governed-either formally, through the exercise of constitutional powers by an electorate, or informally by the threat of popular noncompliance or even the extreme possibility of resistance. The use of the perspective is to determine and assess how and by whom the law is created and given concrete meaning. The characteristic inquiries ask who are the authorities with supreme judicial, executive, and legislative powers; how are these powers divided, checked, and/or balanced; and who, if anyone, has the supreme capacity to change this balance, i.e. the constituent power? From this perspective the observer may be just as concerned about locating the ultimate authority to create or interpret a norm, or to decide if a norm is valid, as the observer from the juridical perspective-but the objective here is to answer these questions in order to evaluate the distribution of political power in the constitutional system. Dividing the concept of the constitution into these two distinct perspectives helps isolate two very different kinds of goals at stake in talking about constitutions. At the heart of the juridical perspective is validity-it entails the examination into the rules articulating how laws may be validly created, and, working backwards, whether or not particular norms are valid under those conditions for the purpose of academic analysis, advocacy, or judgment. The other perspective is concerned less with determining how validity is transmitted, but with assessing the quality of the particular system for creating norms, applying them, bestowing them with meaning, and resolving confl icts between them. If the fi rst point of view allows asking if a norm is constitutionally valid, the second allows asking whether the constitution providing for its validity is any good.
Qualifying UNSC action in terms of constitutionality and constitutionalism
The distinction between the juridical and political perspectives allows reframing the constitutional question concerning the competences of the UN Security Council under the Charter. It allows dealing separately with conceptually distinct questions: on the one hand whether the Council may enact valid general legislation at all and whether its particular attempts in this regard are valid; and on the other hand the normative question of whether such a power comports with the ethos of constitutionalism.
The Security Council's legislative resolutions
For most of the fi rst half century of its existence the UN Security Council limited its actions under Chapter VII to taking measures directly targeting temporally and spatially specifi c "threats to the peace." 51 However, beginning in the early nineties, the Council began asserting more robust and far reaching powers to enact decisions with long-term, norm-generative effects. These increasingly assertive decisions have come more and more to resemble general legislation.
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The fi rst putatively legislative resolutions came in the early nineties, in response to reported atrocities in the Balkan wars and the internal armed confl ict in Rwanda. In 1993 the Council established a tribunal for the prosecution of individuals responsible for committing international crimes in the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). 53 The following year it established a similar tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR). 54 In both instances, acting under Chapter VII, the Council decided to "adopt," i.e., enact, a constituent "Statute of the Court" (annexed to each resolution), thereby creating a standing tribunal competent to try individuals for the commission of certain international crimes in certain territories. Included in each statute was a list of specifi c crimes over which the Court would have jurisdiction. Finally, the Council made clear that the resolutions were binding upon all states, and that each state "shall take any measures necessary under their domestic law to implement the provisions of the present resolution and the Statute . . . " including requests for cooperation or compliance with orders (such as arrest warrants) issued by the Trial Chamber.
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On the surface Resolutions 827 and 955 were justifi ed as ad hoc measures to address immediate and particular threats to international peace and security. 56 Yet upon a closer examination they appear to go far beyond the ad hoc , instead establishing general and indefi nite legal norms-i.e. legislation.
In the fi rst place, the act of constituting independent tribunal itself has a legislative character-in each case the Council established an independent body with delegated powers, and articulated its jurisdiction, competence, and other capacities. These tribunals would stand for a lengthy period of time, capable of being extended indefi nitelyindeed, they continue their work today. Thus in constituting and defi ning the tribunals, Resolutions 827 and 955 created secondary norms of general and indefi nite ambit. It may be further argued that Resolutions 827 and 955 enacted primary norms of international law by enumerating the crimes over which the Tribunals would be competent. The ICTY was made competent to try a specifi c set of "grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions," violations of the laws and customs of war, crimes against humanity, and genocide. 57 The ICTR was empowered, similarly, to try specifi c crimes against humanity, genocide, and "violations of Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions and of Additional Protocol II."
58 On the surface these statutes purport to empower the Court to try crimes that already existed under international law. It is true that most of the enumerated crimes represented were, at the time, uncontroversially violations of international law already extant in treaties and custom. However, these were violations for which states could be responsible. The notion that these violations were prohibited by international criminal law, which would entail individual criminal responsibility in addition to state responsibility, was far from settled. The UNSC did not invent individual responsibility for the commission of international crimes as such, but by articulating a comprehensive list of crimes over which the Tribunals would be competent going far beyond the "precedents" of Nuremberg and Tokyo, the UNSC arguably legislated a wide set of international criminal legal norms (including, for example, the international criminality of rape recognized for the fi rst time in the ICTY statute, and the crime of violating the law of non-international armed confl ict in the ICTR statute). If the UNSC did not create this international criminal legislation out of whole cloth, at a minimum the Council crystallized the criminality of a large set of violations found in other treaties and custom.
More recently, the UNSC has waded even more clearly into the practice of legislation. Resolutions 1267 establishes a sanctions regime targeting terrorists and those who fi nance them, obliging states, inter alia , to freeze the assets of any individual (or organization) listed by the Council and ban them from foreign travel. 59 Resolution 1373 obliges all states to enact certain domestic laws targeting the fi nancing of terrorism, as well as other measures designed to prevent terrorism. 60 Resolution 1540, fi nally, obliges all states to refrain from providing any support to non-state actors attempting to develop, acquire, manufacture, possess, transport, or transfer certain listed nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons-primarily by adopting appropriate laws to bar such activity. 61 In each case the Council established a subsidiary committee tasked with monitoring state compliance with the resolutions.
These more recent resolutions do not purport to be temporally or spatially limited. In no case is the Council reacting to discrete acts or directing a measure at specifi c countries. The resolutions are not ad hoc measures in nature. Further, the Council does not purport to simply enforce pre-existing international law, but is explicitly creating general international legal obligations for all states out of whole cloth. The "constitutionality" of the Council's legislative resolutions has been challenged on two main grounds: it is argued (1) that the UNSC does not have the competence to legislate, i.e. enact general legal norms, at all; and (2) even if it has such competence, these particular resolutions violate the textual limits on the Council's substantive competence, i.e. that any law-making must be in conformity with the principles and purposes of the Charter. 63 The obvious counter argument, however, is that (a) the Charter entails a grant of power to the Council so broad as to encompass even long-term general normative enactments; and (b) the scant textual limits on the Council's powers are so vague and open-textured that they provide no barrier to the Council's choice of means. 64 The latter point is compounded by (c) the absence of any independent body with authority to interpret the Charter and pronounce upon the conformity of Council Resolutions with said interpretations. 65 Yet even if in a strict positivist sense these counterarguments are correct, there is still something unsettling about the idea of such an unregulated grant of power to a body wielding true enforcement powers on the international stage. 66 The point of approaching the question from both the juridical and political perspectives is to determine fi rst whether the Council is so empowered to act, and second , if so, whether such a constitutional system is well-ordered and ultimately acceptable.
The UNSC's legislative resolutions from the juridical perspective: Constitutionality
There is little doubt that the Charter qualifi es as the formal constitution of the United Nations. It establishes organs, confers power upon them, and entrenches these constitutive and regulatory rules along with other important principles. Indeed, it attempts to entrench them rather deeply. Any amendment must be adopted by two thirds of the UNGA, and further ratifi ed by two thirds of the membership including all fi ve permanent members of the UNSC (P5). 67 The two-thirds super-majority rule is not, of itself, a particularly high threshold relative to most federal or quasi-federal polities (though the diffi culty of securing the ratifi cations should not be underestimated). However, with respect to the powers of the UNSC, articles 108 and 109 introduce a great deal of substantive rigidity into the amendment rule by granting the P5 an effective veto on any amendment. Although the two-thirds supermajority may not be an impossible 62 A LVAREZ, supra note 16, at 196-197. 63 See D E W ET, supra note 3, at 348-351; Franck, supra note 3, at 520.
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A LVAREZ, supra note 16, at 174; K ELSEN, L AW OF THE U NITED N ATIONS, supra note 9, at 294-295. goalpost, it appears extremely unlikely that every permanent member will assent to any serious qualifi cation of the Council's competences. The Council's powers under the Charter are sizeable. At fi rst blush, the Charter seems to expressly and meticulously delegate certain powers to the UNSC, as well as establish certain limiting principles on the exercise of these powers. However, its language is highly open-textured, rendering the grant of power extremely broad in potential, and the textual limits both narrow and malleable. The Charter delegates to the Council "primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security." To that end it is permitted to take substantive decisions (articles 25-28 and 48) so long as these satisfy certain voting requirements (an affi rmative vote of nine members, including either the concurrence or abstention of the P5) (article 27).
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Under Chapter VII, by determining the existence of a "threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression," the Council may inter alia recommend or decide on "measures not involving the use of armed force" (article 41). Decisions of the Council are binding on members (articles 25 and 48), and in the event of any confl ict between obligations arising under the Charter (including under decisions of the UNSC), their obligations under the UN Charter shall prevail (article 103).
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According to article 24(2), " [t] he Security Council shall act in accordance with the Purposes and Principles of the United Nations." These purposes (article 1) and principles (article 2) appear to establish textual limitations on the power of the Council. Yet parts of article 1 seem more empowering than limiting-the fi rst express purpose of the Charter is nothing less than to "maintain international peace and security" by taking "effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace" and "to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity with the principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of international disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace" (article 1(1)). Indeed the only salient limiting "purposes" may be found in article 1(2) requiring "respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples," and article 1(3) "promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion." The only potentially relevant limiting "principle" is article 2(7), stating that "nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state . . . ." However, it goes on, "this principle shall not prejudice the application of enforcement measures under Chapter VII." The supposed limitations of articles 1 and 2 are framed in broad language that does nothing clear to prevent the Council from legislating in order to achieve its functions, including fulfi lling the fi rst purpose of the entire Charter-the maintenance of international peace and security. 71 Only 2(7) could have arguably barred the Council from employing legislation as a means per se , but it expressly exempts UNSC action under Chapter VII from its strictures. It is true that the textual limits cannot be reasonably read as to allow legislative decisions with absolutely any content. The Council must, under article 1(2)-(3), respect self-determination, equality, human rights, and fundamental freedoms without discriminatory distinction. But these certainly do not bar employing the means of enacting general norms through decisions under Chapter VII as such -at most they constitute only extremely vague and interpretable outer limits on what particular acts of UNSC "legislation" would pass muster.
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Indeed the Council's varied forays into legislation have been challenged as "unconstitutional," especially in light of article 1(3): Resolutions 827 and 955 for supposedly violating the human right of nullem crimen sine lege by providing for the punishment of international crimes for which there had not yet been individual criminal responsibility under international law; and the sanctions resolutions for violating, inter alia , the suspects ' right to property, their right to a fair trial, and their freedom of movement. 73 Some of these challenges, at least regarding the sanctions resolutions, may be quite compelling from the perspective of national or regional human rights law and jurisprudence. However, it is diffi cult to understand how these resolutions breach the extremely general language of article 1(3). To understand a properly enacted decision of the Security Council as invalid based on violating such a broad and malleable category as "human rights," with no textual or other authoritative defi nition of that term's content or connotations, the resolution would have to be prima facie egregiously and unjustifi ably in breach of universally accepted human rights. The perennial 71 Indeed, already in 1950 Kelsen realized that the Council's empowerment to maintain international peace and security could entail the power to legislate. "The Charter does not provide that the decisions [of the Council] must be in conformity with the law that exists at the time they are adopted. The purpose of the enforcement action under Article 39 is not: to maintain or restore the law, but to maintain, or restore peace, which is not necessarily identical with the law. The decision enforced by the Security Council may create new law for the concrete case ." K ELSEN, L AW OF THE U NITED N ATIONS, supra note 9, at 294-295 (emphasis added).
As shall be clear in the next section, this is especially true in the absence of a body with authority to interpret the Charter and compulsory jurisdiction allowing it to actually issue interpretations. See infra §4.3. 73 See Nada v. Switzerland, Eur. Ct. H.R., Third Party Intervention Submissions by JUSTICE, App. No. 10593/08, ¶46 (2010) . JUSTICE submits that "the 'maintenance of international peace and security ' -though the primary function of the Security Council-is neither the preeminent principle of international law nor the UN Charter. At least equal importance must be attached to the principle of respect for fundamental rights" as enshrined in the preamble and in Art. controversy over the conformity of even the more questionable sanctions resolutions with international human rights suggests that they do not violate article 1(3) with any suffi cient clarity.
Thus, from the juridical perspective concerned with the valid transmission of norms, it seems quite diffi cult to argue that the UNSC may not take measures to maintain peace and security amounting to the enactment of general legal norms of indefi nite duration-i.e. legislation. It even appears diffi cult to challenge the substance of its particular legislative enactments as contravening the limits of article 1, although it could be argued that in demanding respect for self-determination, equality, human rights, and fundamental freedoms the article at least indicates that there is an ultimate limit-however malleable.
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The diffi culty of identifying a logical or linguistic rationale for considering UNSC action to be invalid under its mandate is exponentially compounded by the absence of any reviewing authority. 75 The formal terms of the Charter do not grant any organ the competence to review the Council's actions, nor have any asserted such a power in practice. 76 Under the loose delegation in the formal terms of the Charter, as confi rmed by the travaux préperatoires and institutional practice, the Council decides its own competences in the last instance. , 1992 ICJ Rep. 114 (1992 . In its prior jurisprudence, however, the Court has explicitly rejected having any such power. In Certain Expenses the Court noted that "In the legal systems of States, there is often some procedure for determining the validity of even a legislative or governmental act, but no analogous procedure is to be found in the structure of the United Nations." Moreover, the Court emphasized, "[p]roposals made during the drafting of the Charter to place the ultimate authority to interpret the Charter in the International Court of Justice were not accepted . . . " Certain Expenses of the United Nations , Advisory Opinion, 1962 ICJ Rep. 168 (1962 . Already at that early stage, it was clear that even if the ICJ did try to assert such power, it would be in no position to engage in regular binding review of Council action-it is utterly hamstrung by its jurisdiction. See infra , text accompanying note 90. peace and security, the Council possesses the Kompetenz-Kompetenz in both the judicial sense (because no one else can authoritatively interpret or invalidate its decisions) and the legislative meaning (because no one can alter its competences through statute or amendment). 78 In other words, even if it appears that a Council decision manifestly exceeds its delegated powers, or otherwise violates the purposes and principles of the Charter, there would be no one to authoritatively pronounce such invalidity. In Kelsenian terms it would thus be impossible to say that any of its acts are "unconstitutional" in the strict legal sense of ultra vires , null and void; only the polemical sense of the expression would be apposite. 79 Ultimately, the Council's legislation is in general probably valid, as are the particular legislative resolutions enacted thus far. To contend otherwise would seem to contort the language of the Charter beyond recognition. Moreover, there is no institution capable of stating authoritatively and universally that Council action is invalid other than the Council itself (a decision that is, for obvious reasons, unlikely to be forthcoming). In sum, for the time being it seems impossible to view Council "legislation" as unconstitutional in the sense of invalid. Yet for many there will be something roundly dissatisfying about this strict positivistic legal reasoning: the juridical fact of these resolutions ' validity says nothing about whether or not the UNSC's innovations in legislation violate important conventional understandings of good governance and the rule of law (in general, and with regard to the UN in particular), and whether the violation of such conventional understandings produces legitimacy problems. Finally, on a purely normative level, validity says nothing about whether or not a body such as the Council should have such far-reaching discretionary power. The validity of the Council's exercise of power does not mean that the manner in which such power is delegated, checked, and balanced (if at all) is any good.
The UNSC as legislator from the political perspective on the Charter: Constitutionalism
Upon shifting lenses from validity to the ordering of political power, the Security Council's ability to enact general legislation appears signifi cantly less comfortable. Not only does the Charter delegate an extremely broad power to the Council with very little in the way of constitutional limits-it also does very little in the way of institutional design to constrain the uses and abuses of this power. Valid as these legislative resolutions may be, it is hard to view the Council's power to enact them in a favorable light from the political perspective. This discomfort stems from three factors: (a) the insuffi cient separation of powers in the Charter's institutional design, coupled with a total lack of any checks or balances on the Council's power; (b) the absence of any organ with the capacity to review the Council's action for conformity 78 with the formal Charter, or to even pronounce an authoritative interpretation of the Charter; and (c) the impossibility of augmenting the powers of the UNSC on the constituent level-through amendment-without the consent of the permanent members. Taken together, these factors illuminate the highly discretionary, even extra-constitutional position of the Security Council. The problem they pose may thus be reframed as the absence of the time-honored techniques of modern constitutionalism for restraining the exercise of power in government-supplanting the rule of man with the rule of law.
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Perhaps the most familiar mechanism of modern constitutionalism is the separation of powers, 81 augmented by checks and balances. 82 The typical separation, since Montesquieu and Blackstone, has been among legislative, executive, and judicial power-though there is nothing essential about dividing power according to this usual trinity. Of course, these divisions cannot be neat, because there are no clean theoretical borders between these competences-for example, every executive act entails some degree of quasi-judicial interpretation, just as every judicial act entails some degree of law-making. As Madison famously argued, mere separation cannot suffi ce, because the powers will without doubt seek to encroach upon one another (either innocently, or much more likely out of ambition). Proper constitutional design requires both separation and checks and balances empowering each body to protect itself against the encroachments of the other.
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It is to be expected that any separation of powers in a functionally limited international organization would not match the typical tripartite division found in modern constitutional states. Indeed, the Charter divides its functions into fi ve plenary organs-the Council, the General Assembly, the ICJ, the Trustee Council, and the Economic and Social Council.
84 And yet the Council is in an altogether different position than the others: it alone can unilaterally defi ne its own sphere of competence and expect its decisions pursuant to those competences to have binding force. No other organ is equipped with any means of challenging the Council where the latter has the will to act. It is not necessary to examine the competences of each body here. Suffi ce it to say, fi rst, that the Council is indisputably capable of deciding for itself when it is empowered to act-i.e. where a situation falls under its purview of the maintenance of international peace and security. And second, once a situation is so qualifi ed, the Council has proven capable of accruing all powers to itself as it sees fi t to deal with 80 Already in 1784, Immanuel Kant argued that the most diffi cult problem of governance on the globalscale is to constrain the governors by law and thus preempt slippage from constitutionalism and the rule of law to the autocratic rule of one or a few human beings. I MMANUEL K ANT, I DEA FOR A U NIVERSAL H ISTORY FROM A C OSMOPOLITAN P OINT OF V IEW, 6 th Thesis (Lewis White Beck, trans. 1963) ; See D ICEY , supra note 24, at 110 (arguing that discretionary power is among the greatest threats to the rule of law, and should be mercilessly curtailed wherever constitutional design is attempted). the situation-executive, judicial, and legislative. 85 In the absence of any real checks and balances, whatever separation of powers the Charter creates becomes meaningless as soon as the Council says so.
A second institutional safeguard in the toolbox of modern constitutionalism is constitutional entrenchment. In theory, the constituent power is omnipotent in constituting the governing bodies: it can delegate to them any degree of power, in whatever form or permutation it fi nds necessary. Constitutional entrenchment through a solemn formal document attempts to ossify in advance the precise powers delegated to the constituted bodies, as well as, in some cases, a set of substantive limits on the exercise of these powers, e.g. a bill of individual rights. However, as explained above, the safeguard of entrenchment is incomplete and likely critically weakened in the absence of a particular "check" or "balance"-constitutional review.
86 Such review has two components: it must entail both the capacity to issue an authoritative interpretation of the constituent instrument, as well as the capacity to declare the acts of the other constituted bodies as not in conformity with said interpretation and thus null and void.
It is well known that under the formal terms of the Charter no organ of the UN has supreme capacity to authoritatively review the constitutionality of the actions of the others, nor has any organ asserted such authority in practice. The sole candidate would be the International Court of Justice, and some have suggested that it appeared prepared to assert this role in the Lockerbie case.
87 But the Court is, in the end, utterly hamstrung by its jurisdictional competence. Its advisory opinions are explicitly non-binding on either the organs of the Organization or the Member States, and its contentious cases are only formally binding upon those states party to the dispute. 88 Additionally, it enjoys no general compulsory jurisdiction, further limiting its ability to position itself as a standing court of constitutional review. 89 Ultimately only the Council is in a position to determine for itself what competences are delegated to it through the Charter, and whether its actions comport with that delegation (judicial Kompetenz-Kompetenz ). In Kelsenian terms, the Charter should indeed be understood as a formal constitution, yet because no organ can authoritatively vindicate its prescriptions it is in an important sense a very incomplete one.
Finally, there is basically no check on the power of the Council on the constituent level. The possibility of amendment is typically the last great safety valve of modern 85 The Council not only exercises legislative and executive functions, as described above, but has on occasion even accrued to itself explicit and signifi cant judicial functions. Under Resolution 1267, in particular, it has empowered itself to decide which individuals should be placed on the sanctions list, and maintains plenary authority to review their cases. See A LVAREZ, supra note 16, at [173] [174] 194 It is not inconceivable that the Court try to assert its authority to review actions of the Council for conformity with the Charter, but it is much more diffi cult to imagine the UNSC agreeing that the ICJ can pronounce on the validity of its actions-in any event such a situation would represent a dramatic change in the material constitution of the United Nations and takes us beyond the present critique into the realm of prescription.
at Universidad de Costa Rica on February 21, 2013 http://icon.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from constitutionalism. Where a formal constitution is supposed to delineate powers, there is always a risk that the organs attempt to overreach. No amount of institutional design can guarantee that attempts at encroachment will never be successful. Thus, the logic goes, it should be possible, in extreme cases, to amend and reorder the constitutional system to address such fl aws as they arise. 90 The framers of the Charter were well aware of this problem, and dutifully included two different amendment provisions in articles 108 and 109 (though logically they amount to the same thing). Indeed, the amendment rule is not, numerically speaking, prohibitively diffi cult. It simply requires a two-thirds super-majority vote, plus the ratifi cations of two-thirds of the members. But it also requires the assent of each of the fi ve permanent members of the Council. Unless each permanent member could be convinced to accept a limitation of its power, their effective vetoes render amendment utterly unavailable as a tool for constraining the power of the UNSC. Dicey cautions that over time too much institutional discretion poisons the rule of law. 91 We might add that where that discretion is unamendable the venom is all the more likely to prove fatal.
The Council has proven capable of enacting general legislation, executing its own enactments, in some cases rendering judgment on states and individuals concerning their compliance with its enactments, and above all judging for itself and by itself whether its decisions comport with the Charter. No other constituted body is equipped with suffi cient powers to check the Council's exercise of power-a power that thus resembles more a prerogative. 92 No entity has proven capable of authoritatively reviewing the Council's actions for conformity with the Charter, or even to authoritatively interpret either the Charter or the decisions of the Council. 93 Finally, the Council's power cannot be limited through amendment, unless its fi ve permanent members consent to such a change. As a result, the UNSC enjoys an extremely broad discretion in the use of its broad power to maintain peace and security, apparently rising to the level of the plenary Kompetenz-Kompetenz (in both the legislative and judicial senses). 94 Taken far enough, the Council's power to decide what it is empowered to do by the Charter becomes the power to decide what the Charter means in the fi rst place, or more specifi cally to decide how much power the constituting states have granted to the organization as a whole. 95 The constituted power transforms itself de facto into the constituent power, to the total subversion of constitutionalism.
The political challenge of non-compliance: Refocusing on the position of the UN organization vis-à-vis states and regions
In spite of everything, there have been challenges to the Council's legislative innovations, especially in recent years. The challenge has come not from any other constituted body, but from the member states and regional organizations. To get a full picture of the capabilities and limits of the organization, it is necessary to refocus, shifting from an analysis of the relations among the constituted bodies to the relationship between the organization and the entities over whom it is meant to exercise governmental functions. The challenges to the Council's legislative resolutions have come in two broad forms: simple non-compliance (ranging from tacit to explicit) and legal challenges to these resolutions by national and regional courts. Both types of challenge are important to an assessment of the material constitution of the United Nations. However, it should be understood that even though the latter is framed in legal terms, both types of challenge are relevant to the Charter regime only in the political sense. In this section I suggest that these challenges do not meaningfully affect the constitution of the United Nations in any juridical sense; but from the political perspective they represent an enormously important development. Indeed the political account of the constitution of the UN remains very much incomplete without taking into account the relationship between the "governing" organization and the "governed" states in the international legal system writ large.
The fi rst kind of challenge is simple non-compliance. The Council's legislative efforts have, in some instances, been stymied by the inability and/or unwillingness of some states to implement the relevant resolutions. For example, in a Fall 2003 assessment of Resolution 1373 by an expert on the UNSC's monitoring committee for that resolution, only thirty states were rated as having achieved good compliance, with sixty more moving gradually in the right direction, seventy as "willing but unable," and twenty as materially able but unwilling to comply.
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The second type of challenge is legal in form, and has arisen in national and regional courts in several nuances. Some courts have declared the domestic or regional implementation of the Council's resolutions invalid within their own legal orders for failing to comport with the autonomous constitutional standards of those orders. From the vantage point of the Charter regime, these legal challenges have no juridical signifi cance. True, they are framed in juridical terms-attacking the validity of UNSC resolutions either directly or indirectly ("as implemented"). But the rulings of national and regional courts do not affect the constitution of the United Nations in the juridical sense because none of these courts can pronounce upon the validity of any Council Resolution with ultimate and universal authority. Even where challenges premised on the ultra vires nature of a Resolution succeed, e.g. for violating jus cogens , national and regional courts can only authoritatively hold the norm invalid for internal purposes-i.e. within the system over which they have jurisdiction. The ECJ can only invalidate a norm within the European Union; the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom can only invalidate a norm within the UK. Neither the ECJ nor the UK Supreme Court could rule on the universal validity of a UNSC resolution any more than they could rule on the validity of a Russian law within Russia-they could pronounce upon Russian law if they felt so inclined, but doing so would not affect the validity of the norm within Russia.
100 From the point of view of the UN constitutional regime, these rulings are not in essence true juridical invalidations but local judicial orders not to comply. That is to say, to the extent that these judgments are given effect, they represent political challenges.
From the political point of view, the challenge of non-compliance in both its simple and judicial forms affects the capacities of the UN Security Council quite dramatically. Unlike the modern state, the United Nations maintains no monopoly on the legitimate use of force over those it governs. The reverse is true-the governed states maintain the monopoly for themselves within their own territories. In spite of the broad delegation of powers to the UN, the Council must rely upon states to implement its decisions. Compared to the state, the UNSC must depend upon legitimacy in far greater proportion to the threat of coercion. The state remains the plenary actor in international law; though their creatures may legally bind them, the creators must remain willing to be bound. Thus the possibility of widespread non-compliance poses a serious threat to the capacities of the Council and the UN Organization as a whole-whether that non-compliance is tacit or fl aunted; framed as a matter of political will/capacity, or in terms of competing legal commitments.
Though the Council may have all the juridical competence in the world, it cannot expect states bow their heads and comply with its every whim. Recalling Dicey's distinction between the political and legal sovereign: even within a state in which one organ of government (parliament) has plenary legal authority to legislate, it cannot expect to be able to enact any law it wants. Parliament must contend with the political sovereign-the people, capable of manifesting itself formally as the electorate, and in the extreme case in the form of a resistance movement. On the international level, where states actually retain most legal and political power vis-à-vis the governing institution (and especially coercive power) the situation facing the Council is even starker.
As a result of the position of the United Nations in the ultimately state-centric international legal system, the Council cannot act in a vacuum. It must be responsive to challenges by the mighty governed. It is forced to react in the face of a clear non-compliance challenge to its authority by a major bloc, as with the ECJ's decision in Kadi which invalidated the implementation of Resolution 1267 in twenty-fi ve European countries including two permanent members of the Security Council. Ian Johnstone rightly characterizes the problem in terms of legitimation. "While it may be possible to act coercively against a handful of holdouts," he writes, "broad compliance cannot be compelled if the majority of UN members view the Security Council as having acted illegitimately."
101 And, indeed, the Council has had some success in mitigating non-compliance through attempts at legitimation. For example, Johnstone notes, in 2003 implementation of Resolution 1373 began to sag below its already low level, and the Council was only able to reverse the trend by adjusting its practices with a view towards legitimation. This meant, inter alia , engaging in sustained attempts at public justifi cation and providing opportunities for affected States not represented on the Council to express their views. 102 However, the threat of non-compliance is not a prophylactic. It does not mitigate the manifold fl aws of the UN constitutional system apparent from the political perspective on the ordering of power among the constituted bodies. Dicey thought, perhaps rightly, that in the United Kingdom the safeguard of political sovereignty mitigated the concern that a single body enjoyed the formal plenitude of legal authority (the legal sovereignty of Parliament). But this conclusion cannot be transplanted to the international plane. Sovereign equality aside, states are not all created equal. On the one hand the possibility of non-compliance is uneven and irregular. On the other, the members of the Council, especially the P5, may simply not care about non-compliance, or at least not about all failures to comply. With some rare exceptions, such as the Kadi scenario, the Council is generally not politically accountable to those states threatening or engaging in non-compliance. Unless the threat is so severe that it would outweigh the value (to the members of the Council) of the compliance actually achieved, it may not be enough to push the UNSC to revisit its desired approach. Though the requirement of legitimation very clearly and signifi cantly affects the constitution of the UN from the political point of view, it does little to alleviate the myriad political concerns about the ordering of power within that organization. As one author forcefully argues, it remains necessary above all that: global political institutions, especially the UN, are regulated by and comport with constitutionalist principles, the rule of law and human rights. This is why a UN reform project, however diffi cult, is so important today. Otherwise the invocation of cosmopolitan right or global constitutional law to justify radical innovations on the part of unilateral or multilateral actors will either amount to little more than symbolic constitutionalism, playing into the hands of the imperial or great power projects, and/or culminate in the loss of legitimacy. 
Conclusion
I hope to have demonstrated that the two perspectives illuminate different aspects of some of the UNSC's, and thus the UN's, most controversial actions: the enactment of global legislation, occasionally in dubious conformity with human rights.
On the one hand, from the legal perspective the creation of ad hoc courts or the promulgation of "legislative" resolutions were perfectly valid (if unprecedented and perhaps shocking). Framed in juridical terms, the legal order of the Charter regime is entirely plausible, coherent, and consistent. It is possible to trace the validity of any norm back to broad grants of power in the Charter. It is thus possible to speak of a full legal system constituted by the Charter. Further, in light of the breadth of the delegation of competence and the absence of any reviewing entity capable of narrowing those powers through interpretation, it is perfectly plausible to view the Council's dramatic self-arrogation of the power to legislate and judge as entirely valid under the constitutional system.
On the other hand, from the political perspective, it becomes increasingly clear that the Council possesses a startling degree of discretion. It alone has the capacity to defi ne the extent of its own powers under the Charter and can block any attempt to augment said power-either by other constituted bodies or on the constituent level. The Council thus enjoys the capacity to decide for itself both what it can do under the Charter, and what is the full extent of the power granted to it through the Charter, by those states acting as constituent power in 1945 (and as reaffi rmed by each acceding state in the intervening years). It may be said to possess Kompetenz-Kompetenz in its fullest legislative and judicial sense-enabling it, in the fi nal analysis, to act extra-constitutionally with binding legal effect on the rest of the membership. This is a serious constitutional fl aw that renders the principles of constitutionalism tenuous at best.
In the end I do not mean to argue that there is no check whatsoever on the ability of the Council to act. But such checks as exist are irregular, uneven, and in many ways unfair.
The traditionally great check was internal to the Council itself-the very same veto that safeguards its powers. Where any permanent member will not agree to a particular measure, the Council is rendered impotent-as evidenced by its lethargy in the fi rst two thirds of its existence, as well as its greatest failures in the 1990s. The irregularity and unfairness of this particular check should be apparent-it is only, after all, available to fi ve of the most powerful states in the world, providing more security to their own interests than the interests of the community of states as such. But, in any case, the purpose of the political-theoretical critique has been to demonstrate the deeply problematic potential of the Council, where it can muster the will to act, in light of the apparent impossibility of qualifying any of its actions as invalid from a legal point of view.
The emerging check-the challenge of non-compliance in its various forms-is external to the constitutional ordering of the political bodies of the UN, but nevertheless signifi cantly affects those bodies ' capacities. In its most powerful form, the challenge of political non-compliance has emerged in juridical terms, in the form of local and regional legal challenges. Even though no independent entity can render a resolution of the Council authoritatively and universally invalid, in the sense of null and void for all member states, any state can bar implementation within its own territory. Indeed even regional organizations can thus indirectly review and declare invalid the Council's legislative decisions for internal purposes-as the ECJ approached doing in its Kadi I judgment. It may be that this constitutes a breach of international law, but some states have expressed their ultimate willingness to have their international responsibility be engaged rather than implement a particularly onerous international legal norm. 104 States retain sizeable, arguably plenary power in the international legal system. When push comes to shove they may simply refuse to implement any resolution through their judicial or political branches-or at least some of them can do so some of the time.
The threat of non-compliance represents a check on the power of the organizationand a powerful one, indeed. At a minimum it restrains the Council by forcing it to engage in some attempt at legitimating its decisions. It is true that non-compliance for the right reasons may indeed vindicate the principles of constitutionalism, where for example the impugned global measure is egregiously illegitimate or unjust. But noncompliance is not always (or even often) based on the "right" reasons. Non-compliance as a mechanism for "keeping international institutions honest" is a Pandora's box, opening the door for self-judging and selective implementation. And it is far from evenly available to all states. However relevant the threat of non-compliance to the political understanding of the UN constitution, such an irregular check goes very little way toward ameliorating the serious problems in the institution's design. On the one hand, the Council has not gone very far to reform its behavior in light of these challenges, further damaging the legitimacy of the most important international organization we have. On the other hand, non-compliance is not only irregular and unfair, but its very exercise risks damage to the notion of legality on the international plane. True, it may be argued that in particular cases, such as that of Resolution 1267, the Council's own actions go further toward undermining the international rule of law than the national and regional judicial challenges to that regime. But the justifi able case does not alleviate the concerns about self-judging and the meaningful operation of international law that arise if the only check on the power of the Council is states ' willingness to simply stop applying international legal obligations. The problem is the political organization of the United Nations; the solution is not de facto non-compliance, but a de jure reorganization of the UN's constitutional system.
